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... On May 6, 2013, Adobe announced that CS6 will be the last version of

Creative Suite, and that future versions of their creative software will only
be available as Microsoft applications unless they are licensed separately.

Adobe explained, "Creative Suite is now only supported by Microsoft
Edge, which means you'll have to use a new version of Windows or use

the Chrome browser to access our products and services.
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Mixamo Fuse's new Clothing Set system.Thursday, August 20, 2012 U.S.

Loses in Court on Same-Sex Marriage As we’ve noted here before, a
federal judge has found that DOMA violates the U.S. Constitution, and

today, the United States government lost in a move that could have far-
reaching effects. Parties in the case, named Hollingsworth v. Perry, have
asked the judge to hear oral arguments on July 17. The day before oral

arguments are scheduled, the judge has found that the Defense of
Marriage Act is unconstitutional, and ruled that the government does not
have standing to defend DOMA. Thus, no government attorneys will argue
before the judge on July 17. Legal experts had believed that an appeal of
the ruling would move swiftly through the court system, and the state of
California was listed as the defendant in the lawsuit that started in 2010.
The Obama administration and the Democratic-led Congress should have
paid more attention to this case. By failing to defend DOMA in court, the
Obama administration has sent a message to the rest of the nation that
the federal government doesn’t care about upholding the Constitution or
the rights of LGBT people. The loss in court brings with it bad publicity for

the Obama administration. The White House could have put a higher
priority on defending DOMA while going after LGBT rights. One of the first

things a gay couple does when they get married in the United States is
file for federal income tax. The LGBT community has openly questioned

the administration’s priorities. When the Obama administration was
challenged over the assault on LGBT rights during the North Carolina

General Assembly's passage of the so-called “bathroom bill” in March, the
White House defended the anti-LGBT law by saying that it simply
reinforced marriage between a man and a woman. The Obama

administration could have fought the federal court decision without
submitting any briefs. But by defending DOMA before the court, the

government had an opportunity to show its commitment to the LGBT
community. The defense of DOMA was entrusted to William Parker, who

has defended anti-LGBT politicians in the past. When the Obama
administration appointed him to defend DOMA, LGBT people should have

asked the White House about his views on LGBT rights. The inability of the
Obama administration to uphold DOMA is another indication that the

administration is on c6a93da74d
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